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About This Content

An iconic race from Master of Orion II has returned to conquer the stars!

The lucky Gnolam join the original 10 races with their own emperors and advisors, new ship hulls and blueprints, and unique
perks and personalities. The whole galaxy welcomes their arrival, just in time to face the return of the nefarious Antarans.

The Gnolam League is a tightly knit confederacy of traders based in the Gnol system. The title of Commodore of the League is
the highest rank a Gnolam can attain. Any trader bold or lucky enough may come to hold this highly sought after position,

representing the Gnolams in all official affairs. The League is well-known for its seemingly endless fortune, both in goods and
good luck. Gnolams are cunning merchants and ruthless moneylenders, who would rather pay off an enemy than fight them.

However, their vast material wealth usually allows them to fund large fleets in short notice should they feel the need to take the
field.
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Title: Master of Orion: Gnolam League
Genre: Strategy
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NGD Studios
Publisher:
Wargaming Labs
Release Date: 1 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 10 (64bit)

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.0 GHz or AMD Athlon X2 2.2 GHz 

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.0 GHz or AMD Athlon X2 2.2 GHz 

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 15 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9 Compatible 

Additional Notes: Minimum Video Memory: 512 MB

English,Russian,French,German,Czech,Japanese,Turkish,Polish,Korean
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If you liked Grimrock and WoW, you'll love this. An old school dungeon crawler with contemporary style gameplay is a great
combination. I have a few complaints, but the core experience is solid.

Not only that, it's like $5 right now, just get it.. Its cheap, so you can gift it to your friends to insult their ♥♥♥♥♥♥ skills! Tell
them about how this will make them a better pc gamer, and they REALLY need this game.

But also, this game is so simple and stupid, it makes it hurt even worse when they insult your mouse and tell you that you
amount to nothing. Its just really bad when an easy game says that you suck.

I give it 6/7.5 lennys ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)
Would click again. Great to have RayForce\/Crisis ship in Darius. I enjoyed this, it's not much of a review but I wanted to
recommend.

Please please please add the DLC ships to CS mode, even if they're only available once a level has been completed with a Darius
ship.. Introducing the best way to quick kill bosses.
She is really just fun to play. I just brought this game. I love its style and its music.
I recommend this game because it feels like the old game I love.

Congrats to the team.
Looking forward for your next titles.. Very repetitive. The puzzle game isn't very fun, and there is little to no story.. It's basically
a block-pushing game without having any control on the characters auto-movements. Your job is to lead the heroes to the goal
by placing "commands" on the floor. They will push blocks, avoid traps, and use their abilities and even team up every now and
then.

This game reminds me of RUSH, also in Steam, which has the exact same premise only it is in full 3D, where you lead blocks to
certain goals by placing commands on the floor. It also reminds me of Parcel and other Sokoban-type games alike, due to the
nature of pushing blocks out of the way and using their special abilities to reach the goal.

With that said, I would rather play RUSH because it is the superior game, in my opinion. Also, I would rather play other
Sokoban games for the block-pushing mechanics, such as Parcel and the like.
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Thought I would throw my two cents into the positive review pool for this one, because I thought it was a really good effort on
the part of the developers, despite all of the obvious flaws.
I'm going to get the negatives out of the way first.
Yes, the translation and voice acting is terrible, but for me, this is a non-issue because what matters to me is the fun factor and
the game's playability.
Regarding playability; sure, the controls are a little janky, and the camera angles certainly don't do you any favors sometimes,
but is it completely unplayable? No. After a bit of trial and error, learning how the AI behaves, and some perseverance, I
managed to finish the game just fine.
As for the positives, this game really nails atmosphere and sound. It's dark, creepy, and disturbing. Overall, it reminded me of
Silent Hill quite a bit.
Maybe it's the janky AI, maybe not, but I also found this game to be appropriately challenging. I had to be aware of the enemies
at all times and not get to overconfident in my ability to breeze through it, because the wrong mistake could mean getting caught
between a rock and and an even douchier rock.
I think that this game, again, despite its flaws, deserves a chance, and is more than appropriate for the price considering what
they successfully managed to pull off.. Really cute and beautiful game. Sometimes the physics messes up and you'll fall into a
hole holding a kitty cat, make sure to throw it before you fall down though because its sad when they die. The cats are the most
adorable things ever, they have a cute squeeky noise when something lands on them and they have the cutest armor and meows.
The art is enjoyable and the gameplay is great, I definitely recommend this game especially at the current value.

10\/10 if you don't have this game you hate kitty cats.. The biggest problem with this game is every time you shoot a ship or a
ship shoots one of the "people" it results in a large distorted explosion. Repeated explosions make it difficult impossible to see if
things are coming at you, particularly missiles that kill you. You can see examples of this in the screenshots. That's on top of the
confusing blue background that is nearly the same color as your ship.

I think there was a reason old-school shooters kept the graphics simple with a black background. If the dev cleared up some of
the color confusion and get rid of the distortion, it'd be a decent remake of old-school space invaders. Otherwise, it's hard to
recommend, even when it's on sale for a decent price.. I absolutely loved this Game, I love KungFu and Wuxia, they made their
own little Universe and its explained as you go on.

The Art Style is lovely.
The Fighting is fun and progressive:

iE the Tournament Minigame is opened after Book1, but I only knew how to use Hard Style Kungfu, so it became increasingly
difficult to Win, once in Book2 the game tells you how to defeat Enemies yousing Soft Style Kungfu it's much easier, I love
this, I felt like I actually improved ^.^

As a Taoist, I was amazed that they even poured in many of the principles of the teachings of the Far East.

I wish there were more Games like it, and REALLY REALLY Hope the Developers will maybe add an Expansion with more
Books, or a Sequel, or just some other Story in that same World.

I also love the fact there is a Female Protagonist... so many Kungfu games youre locked into the Male role...

Anyways ! Definatly worth the Price !. step 1: get zup zero cuz friend said the other like 932 games were "good"
step 2: realize he only got it cuz he wanted to 100% games
step 3: 100% it
step 4: now what
step 5: wait for next zup
OPTIONAL
step 6: get insurgency cuz its better. \udb40\udc21. Great game to pass time. A great idea and beautiful theme with interesting
back story is let down by an incredibly small amount of content. I thought this was going to be some kind of adventure game
like Pirates! with a story, trading and light roleplaying. Perhaps even a bit of piracy and freebooting. Sadly not. What you see in
the store pics is the entire game.

Instead what you get is a rail shooter that consists of half a dozen linear missions where the ship flies itself and you have exactly
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three options: shoot incoming aircraft, fix damaged parts of the ship (the Icarus) to prevent it crashing or jump over the side and
accept your fate. You can literally finish the entire game in about half an hour.

There is not much to see, no scenery just different weather not that you have time to sight-see as you frantically run from station to
station trying to keep the Icarus in the air.

The shooting part is great but it's really annoying moving around the ship, you can slip off stairs (no handrails, OSHA), trip over
ledges (some kind of clipping issue) and intensely frustrating when you don't quite fully repair something before moving, meaning
you need to start over from scratch. When you're under fire and probably on fire as well this is pretty annoying. There did used to
be multiplayer which would make it more fun, allow teams to work together and give Into the Breach a point but it has been
removed, presumeably to drive traffic to the newer online version.

The ending is also pretty unsatifying see as you will always die, it's only a matter of time. The End. There isn't even a leaderboard
to aim at. This was not the future you expected, eh?

There is some replayability in choosing different routes and getting different equipment, loading out out the Icarus different ways
but it's pretty limited. It would be nice if like Tower of Guns you could unlock things with each completion to kit out the ship more
and more, seeing as the final level Into the Breach is hard as nails.

A bit of steampunk-themed blasting fun but seriously overpriced for what you get. Worth a couple of bucks on sale to fill in a
Sunday afternoon.
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